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ABOUT  US  

The Environment Centre NT is the peak community environment sector organisation in the

Northern Territory, Australia. The Environment Centre NT and predecessor organisations

have been working to protect the environment since 1983.

WHO  ARE  WE ?

Protect and restore biodiversity, ecosystems and ecological processes

Foster sustainable living and development; and

Cut greenhouse gas emissions and build renewable energy capacity.

The Environment Centre NT works to:

OUR  MISS ION

Commitment to protecting nature, living sustainably and creating a safe climate; 

Passion and determination;

Support for the power of communities and individuals to drive change; Independence

from governments, political parties, business & industry, and donors; 

Support for the rights and aspirations of the Territory’s Indigenous peoples to

sustainable development; 

Compassion and respect in dealing with others; and, Professional advocacy and

projects informed by science and Traditional Ecological Knowledge.

OUR  VALUES

Advocating for the improvement of environmental policies and performance of

governments, landholders, business and industry;

Campaigning for pro-environment policy and funding commitments from all parties

and candidates during election campaigns;

Partnering on projects and campaigns with conservation and climate organisations,

governments, Indigenous organisations, community groups, businesses, and

landholders;

Raising community, government, business and industry awareness about

environmental issues and assisting people to reduce their environmental impact;

Supporting community members to participate in decision making processes and

action;

Recognising the rights, aspirations, responsibilities and knowledge of the Territory’s

Indigenous peoples; and 

Acknowledging that environmental issues have a social dimension.

HOW  WE  ACH IEVE  OUR  GOALS  



CONVENOR 'S  MESSAGE  

The ECNT is an energetic, focussed and courageous organisation working to achieve a

big purpose. I will report on ECNT’s governance and place in the Territory for the past

year. The members of ECNT’s Management Committee have taken their jobs seriously.

For example in February the Committee reviewed the Strategic Plan and ensured it

will meet the Centre’s needs up to August 2020. We then took this draft to our

supporters by way of a survey in Turtle Times and refined the plan. 

 

As well as regular attendance at meetings, members have served on various sub-

committees and given advice and other practical support to the organisation. Over

the course of the year several members took on training to better fulfil their

responsibilities. The committee asks hard questions and raises issues that need careful

consideration. This year Lloyd Beck and Glen Ewers have decided not to renominate

for positions on the Committee. They have made important contributions to the

discussions and decisions and we sincerely thank them for their work for the ECNT. 

 

The staff of the ECNT have worked with passion, purpose and great dedication. Shar

Molloy has positioned the ECNT as a peak environmental organisation, with strong

community allies and a firm financial base. She has capably managed the wide-

ranging agenda of the ECNT and been instrumental in supporting community groups

such as Waste Free NT. Lou de Mattia successfully led the CoolMob team of Michael

Brand, Max Atkinson, Pedro Najera and Andrea Sinclair to complete the NT

Government-funded Low Income Energy Efficiency Project. And in June the ECNT

farewelled Pedro for his work as the Community Action Officer. Throughout the year

Sharon Curran has reliably helped ensure that the ECNT’s financial recording meets all

the necessary standards.

 

 

 

DEBORAH  HALL



The members and supporters of the ECNT are important people. They are readers of Turtle

Times who respond to calls for submissions, people who donate monthly as Territory

Guardians and increase the ECNT’s capacity to campaign on a wide range of issues,

volunteers who help prepare submissions to lengthy and technical proposals that could

have major environmental impacts, people who make placards and stand firm on the steps

of Parliament House to protest threats to the Territory’s environment, cake makers who

added their contributions to the uplifting and financially successful screening of 2040 at

the Deckchair Cinema, archivists who are organising ECNT’s written records and many

other contributions large and small. Thank you all.

 

This report includes details of the philanthropic donations which the ECNT has received.

These generous organisations and individuals have significantly increased the Centre’s

ability to work for a Territory that is sustainable, powered by renewable energy and where

the environment is protected and intact. 

 

The ECNT has firm allies in organisations such as the Australian Marine Conservation

Society, the Pew Charitable Trusts and the Environmental Defenders Office NT to name just

three of many. We value these connections and look forward to further work in the interests

of the NT’s environment and community. 

 

The year ahead looms as a huge opportunity to make a positive difference in the Territory.

The campaigns and projects that the ECNT and its allies fostered in 2018-19 have made that

opportunity clear. Be assured the ECNT will continue to be energetic, focussed and

courageous in order to achieve a strong, sustainable future for the Territory.



D IRECTOR 'S  MESSAGE

The Northern Territory is a unique and beautiful place. Much has been written about

its value as one of the largest relatively intact expanses of nature left on earth.  It is

important to remember and be grateful that in the Top End we are blessed with

rich and thriving coasts, unique tropical savannas and free flowing rivers. 

 

There has also been limited deforestation of our native vegetation and our arid

lands support a wealth of species and ecosystems. We also acknowledge the

continuous care of Country by First Nations people for over 60,000 years and the

invaluable Traditional Knowledge that is needed at a time when our world is in

crisis. 

 

Threats in the NT include fire, weeds, feral animals, and unsustainable development.

Science tells us one of the biggest threats to nature, including humans, is the

climate crisis. Most of you reading this understand the threats and values and that is

why you support the work we do. We can not be here doing this work without our

dedicated staff, members, donors, volunteers, partners and supporters, so thank

you. 

 

There are so many things we at the Environment Centre NT could be working on.

We attempt to cover as many issues as possible with our limited resources and seek

to extend our effectiveness through collaborative partnerships. 

 

One of the biggest contributions the ECNT could make to both the fracking and

climate issue was to produce an alternative economic plan for the Territory based

on a low carbon economy. This was kickstarted with a grant from the Melliodora

(sub fund of ACF) and the sharing and support of this vision by Eytan Lenko of

Beyond Zero Emissions (BZE). In partnership with BZE we released the 10 Gigawatt

Vision in Parliament House in June. This report, and the advocacy work we did in

partnership, contributed significantly to the NT Government declaring an

aspirational target of net zero emissions by 2050.  The report clearly details that to

support the 10 Gigawatt Vision, a reform of mining regulations is required, and we

need to ensure all Territorians benefit from the energy transformation. As we move

into an election year, we aim to raise awareness of this vision among candidates

and the electorate to ensure this vision is widely understood and supported. Our

newly employed Energy Transition Manager will be undertaking this work as we

move into 2020. 

SHAR  MOLLOY



D IRECTOR 'S  MESSAGE

During the past year we have worked collaboratively with various groups across the NT

and with the support of our members, to see through the biggest environmental

regulatory reform in the NT in recent history. 

 

We strengthened the Environment Protection Act through the scrutiny committee

process with the addition of consideration of a changing climate. We acknowledge the

tireless work of the Department and courage of the NT Government to pass this

legislation despite the onslaught of opposition by industry. Whilst it isn’t a perfect

piece of legislation, it is a good start and we will continue to strengthen it in the

ongoing regulatory reform process.

 

Hand in hand with reducing our GHG emissions from energy production is increasing

our energy efficiency. We were able to re-establish COOLmob with a grant from the NT

Government (NTG) and offer low-income earners free energy audits as well as schools

energy efficiency education and community workshops. A substantial report was

written with recommendations presented to the NTG, which you can read about

below. 

 

We established COOLmob Commerical and are helping businesses around the NT

reduce their carbon footprint via energy efficiency and renewable energy projects that

also reduce energy expenditure. 

 

We are excited to have created a new website and moved to NationBuilder to manage

our online information. Stay tuned for regular updates from our wonderful

communications team. Read below about the great work of the community groups we

support including Waste Free NT and Climate Action Darwin and the work we do in

alliance with Pew Charitable Trusts and Australian Marine Conservation Society. 

 

As we move forward into an escalating environmental and social crisis, we need your

input and support to respond as best we can. Please continue to be involved in our

calls for action whether they are online submissions, sharing of social media, joining an

election action group, inputting into our strategic plans and contributing to our

fundraising requests. A sustainable world is possible and the best way to stay sane is

doing good work with passionate caring people.



OUR  YEAR  I N  
SUMMARY
 

August 2018
COOLmob Energy Efficiency Project, funded by
NT Government, begins project development
and delivery
 

September 2018
Sustainable House Day 2018 event  

February 2019
Waste Free NT and ECNT conduct follow up waste
audit at Parap Saturday Market  

March 2019
Darwin students strike for climate change outside
Parliament House 
 

March 2019
COOLmob receive funding for school waste
education program from NT Government and City
of Darwin Council and begin program develoment  

April 2019
COOLmob receive City of Darwin grant to develop
a Sustainable Apartments Program  



OUR  YEAR  I N  

SUMMARY

 

June 2019
ECNT annual fundraiser at Deckchair Cinema
screened the film 2040 and public launch of 10
Gigawatt Vision    

June 2019 
ECNT and Beyond Zero Emissions 10 Gigawatt
Vision Launched 

June 2019
ECNT and Waste Free NT launch the Wash Against
Waste Trailer at Parap Saturday Markets   

April 2019
COOLmob Commercial is created, offering energy
audits to businesses
 

May 2019
COOLmob and ECNT run events at Nightcliff
Seabreeze festival   



COOLMOB  

Energy Efficiency Project 
August 2018 - August 2019

The Energy Efficient Project, funded by the NT

Government, was delivered by both COOLmob

and Arid Lands Environment Centre (ALEC). It

aimed to increase understanding of energy

efficiency principles, behaviours and literacy,

and demonstrate the relationship between

energy efficiency and climate pollution. Key

outcomes were achieved in Darwin, Katherine,

Alice Springs and Tennant Creek.

 

The adoption of minimum energy efficiency measures for all new dwellings and refurbishment 

 projects managed by the Department of Local Government, Housing and Community

Development

NT Government increase the minimum NatHERS rating for households, bringing the NT in line with

the rest of Australia

To  continue funding the educational component of the COOLmob project, to educate Year 6  in

every school in the NT about the benefits of energy efficiency, the importance of good housing

design, and the importance of choosing clean sources of electricity

To fund a commercial energy audit for each primary and high school in the NT identifying energy 

 savings for the school

To create a partnership between Jacana Energy and COOLmob whereby customers on the Stay

Connected program are required to have a home energy audit to educate and empower them to

reduce their consumption

The  NT Government consider ways it could introduce mandatory reporting on energy efficiency in

rental properties

COOLmob to be provided with longterm funding for education on television, radio and social media

The Project Report made 12 recommendations to the Northern Territory Government including:

"Linking student knowledge and the energy audit gave
students an authentic and tangible outcome. Having an

expert like Ms O'Leary really motivated my students to learn
to the best of their capacities" - School teacher 

Delivered 100 low-income home
energy audits 
Developed and delivered a
curriculum based energy
efficiency education program to
27 different classes across 15
primary schools
27 energy efficiency
community workshops 
8 educational presentations on
energy efficiency 
8 educational stalls on energy
efficiency



COOLMOB  

School Waste Education
Program 
March 2019 - March 2020
COOLmob received funding from

both City of Darwin and NT

Government to develop and deliver a

curriculum tied waste education

program to suit both year 3/4 and 7/8

students. The program began in

schools in April 2018 and will run

until March 2020. The program

includes education on household

recycling, waste avoidance in the

home and school, a school

playground bin waste audit, creating

an action plan for the school to

decrease waste, and beeswax wrap

workshops. The program also

includes an excursion to both the

Shoal Bay Waste Facility and

Northern Territory Recycling facility.  

The middle school program is centred around the

circular economy ideology, with students

learning how to redesign products to ensure they

are still useful at end of life.

 

COOLmob also developed a localised waste

education booklet to inform the students and

their families about correct waste and recycling

information in Darwin, as well as how to reduce

waste in the home. The booklet includes tools to

conduct an at home food waste audit,

instructions on setting up a compost as well as

DIY beeswax wraps, information on e-waste and

whitegoods recycling, the local tip shop, the

waste hierarchy, tips to reduce plastic waste in

the home and more. 



COOLMOB   

COOLmob Commercial is created
April 2019
COOLmob Commercial is a business arm of COOLmob that helps Northern Territory

businesses and institutions reduce their carbon footprint via energy efficiency and

renewable energy projects that also reduce energy expenditure. Our aim is to provide a

cost-competitive consulting service to identify energy saving solutions for sites within

the NT. COOLmob Commercial is a partnership with a local, accredited and

experienced auditor, who will be providing Type 1, 2 and 3 energy audits, energy survey

and NABERS improvements ratings. 

Sustainable Apartments Program 
April 2019
COOLmob received $8000 in funding from the City of Darwin Environmental Grants

to reinvigorate the previous COOLmob Sustainable Apartments Program. This

program will allow at least five apartment buildings to reduce their greenhouse gas

emissions. They will receive a free energy efficiency audit of the common areas and

a follow up report filled with energy saving recommendations that are either no-cost

or low-cost with less than 2 year paybacks. We'll also be encouraging rooftop solar -

and will be helping owners understand the different options out there for apartment

buildings - whether it's solar to offset common area energy use or individual units

using their own section of the roof. We'll also have tools and resources to share with

other residents for them to reduce energy in their units.



Environment Centre NT (ECNT) and

Beyond Zero Emissions (BZE) partnered

to create the report ‘The 10 Gigawatt

Vision: How renewable energy can

power jobs and investment in the

Northern Territory’. 

 

The report was launched by the

Renewables Minster the Hon Dale

Wakefield at Parliament House on June

20, 2019. The 10 Gigawatt Vision is a

concrete roadmap to drive investment

in renewables across the Territory, for

the benefit of all Territorians.

 

The Report launch was followed by a

business roundtable event hosted by

ECNT and BZE. At our invitation Sun

Cable, Grok Ventures (the investment

arm of Mike Cannon-Brookes) and Total

Eren attended the event which also

included government and industry

representatives. 

 

 

 

 

The biggest message from the roundtable was that the renewable

industry did not need subsidies. To invest in the Territory, they need

to know the government has a strategy and plan for supporting the

uptake of renewable energy and that the rules won’t change half way

through the project.

 

Following the roundtable, Sun Cable publicly announced a $20

billion solar project resulting in an NT News front page and a social

media frenzy.

 

REPOWER  NT  1 0

G IGAWATT  V I S ION   

The high-voltage Direct Current (HVDC) renewables export cable was just one of the

components of the 10 Gigawatt Vision. Other components include renewable hydrogen,

renewable powered manufacturing and community owned solar for remote

communities. Also underpinning the report was the need for reform in the Territory’s

mining and rehabilitation regulations and for the benefits to indigenous communities to

be planned at the outset of a project with full prior and informed consent.



DECKCHA IR  C INEMA

FUNDRA I SER  

 

The 2019 annual ECNT fundraiser was held in June at the Darwin Deckchair

cinema and what a positive night it was, filling the audience with hope for the

future. Pre-sale tickets sold out, so it was a full house of over 400 attendees.

ECNT volunteers did an amazing job in baking cakes and running a very

successful and delicious cake stall which raised over $800. A huge thank you to

all who donated prizes to the raffle, which was another great success. Overall,

the event raised $8000 in total, showing just how supportive our community is.

 

We screened the transformational and inspiring film '2040' by Australian director

Damon Gameau. In the film, Damon embarks on a journey to explore what the

future could look like by the year 2040 if we simply embraced the best solutions

already available to us to improve our planet and shifted them rapidly into the

mainstream. 

 

The event doubled as the ECNT Repower NT campaign launch with the release

of the commissioned Beyond Zero Emissions report ‘The 10 Gigawatt Vision: How

renewable energy can power jobs and investment in the Northern Territory’. 



SUSTA INABLE

HOUSE  DAY  20 1 8

Thanks to the City of Darwin, Darwin participated in

the national Renew initiative which provides

communities with the opportunity to visit

environmentally sustainable homes in their local

area. This was the eighth year that COOLmob / ECNT

delivered this event in Darwin.

 

Five local homes generously opened their doors

including the Girraween Tropical Design home,

Burnett House, Wagaman Energy Efficiency home,

Edible Gardens home in Alawa and a home in

Stuart Park that is working towards being zero

carbon. 

 

Sustainable features showcased included passive

cooling design principles, louvers, efficient hot

water systems, salvaged timber from Tiwi Islands,

tropical edible gardens, rooftop solar systems, grey

water systems & more!



Waste Free NT are a growing group of passionate individuals helping people minimise the landfill

waste we produce in the NT through education, events and projects.  This has been Waste Free NT's

biggest year yet seeing a huge increase in community engagement and volunteers. 

 

Single Use Plastics Ban in Darwin 
January 2019

The WFNT presence at the Parap Markets since 2017 and their advocacy of the reduction of and

alternatives to single use plastic waste was instrumental in the City of Darwin's decision to ban

single use plastics on Council land and all markets from January 2019. WFNT were successful in

receiving City of Darwin grants in 2018/19 and were one of the main educators to stallholders and

the public in the roll out of the ban and education surrounding the alternatives available.

 

Follow-up waste audit Parap Markets 
April 2019

A follow-up audit of the Parap Saturday Market was conducted  to compare the data from the

February 2018 waste audit and evaluate the campaign from Waste Free NT and Plastic Wise

campaign from City of Darwin which came into effect in January 2019. A total of 1068.07kg of

waste was sorted, made up of 49% food waste, 27% paper and cardboard and 14% plastic.

 

Results from the audit demonstrated that whilst there was an improvement in compostable

packaging being used, and an anecdotal increase in people bringing their own containers, there

was still work to be done among stallholders and the community. Compared to 2018, coffee and

smoothie cups decreased 12%, straws remained the same, although 77% were biodegradable. The

cutlery count remained very similar, although 36% was biodegradable and there was a 50%

increase in wooden cutlery. The food container count was 400 units higher, going from 1100 in

2018 to 1514. 

 

 

WASTE  FREE  NT   

2019 Audit packaging
material comparison 

2019 audit breakdown 



WASTE  FREE  NT   

Wash Against Waste Trailer 
Launched June 2018
The Wash Against Waste trailer is a joint project between ECNT and WFNT, funded by the City

of Darwin, NT Government, Federal Government and sponsored by SignCity NT. The trailer

directly addresses single use waste at markets and events in Darwin as it offers customers

hireable containers, cups and cutlery for a very small fee, to be returned after use. The trailer

launched on Saturday 22 June at the Parap Markets and has since popped up at Parap on a

semi-regular basis as well as other local Darwin events. We're looking forward to other

organisations and events in Darwin hiring the trailer for their events to increase awareness of

single use plastics and reduce waste. 

 

A huge thank you to all our volunteers who made this happen and who show up time after

time to run the station! 

 
 



N IGHTCL I F F  

SEABREEZE  FEST IVAL   

ECNT was proudly part of the Nightcliff

Seabreeze Festival's Ripple Effect program in

May 2019. The Ripple Effect part of the festival

engages the community with sustainable

living topics including waste, energy efficient

housing design, building climate resilience,

tropical and local foods, anti-fracking talks

and more. 

 

This year, ECNT held an information stall and

plant sale as part of the Ripple Effect,

interacting with festival goers on how they

can become a member or get involved in

climate action activities in Darwin. 

 

COOLmob ran two booked out waste

education DIY coffee scrub workshops,

teaching participants how to reduce their

plastic use and waste footprint by making

their own beauty products from kitchen

leftovers. 

 

COOLmob delivered the well-attended

afternoon Q&A Forum and panel discussion

on the topic: 'Is tropical architecture dead?

The collision of Sustainable Housing Design,

Climate Change and Energy Efficiency'.

 

 

 The impressive and well rounded panel of Joanna

Rees, Sandra Howlin, Dr Ian Hollingsworth, Robin

Knox and Nick Kirlew led by facilitator Vicki Kerrigan,

made for a very educational afternoon with lots of

audience interaction. 

 

COOLmob also closed the Ripple Effect with the

screening of the hilarious waste education film 'Clean

Bin Project' with the help of Darwin Solar Cinema. 



Monthly social picnics with a guest speaker e.g. the Mayor of Darebin

Very successful Public Health Association of Australia (NT)/CAD event with around 100 participants

plus remote links. A good supply of CAD volunteers on the night

Well coordinated rally at NT Labour Conference involving multiple groups and prominent role by

CAD

Motion to declare a climate emergency passed by the conference

Post student strike evaluation and formation of an ongoing “#globalclimatestikedarwin” organising

group

Participation in Jesuit Social Services/ECNT Justice Workshop

Participation in Smart Energy Alliance NT forums and related events

Submission lodged on the NT Climate Change Response paper

In collaboration with multiple organisations, prepared a joint statement addressing the NTG

Climate Change Response Paper

Submission lodged to Social Policy Scrutiny Committee on the Environment Protection Bill 2019

Submission lodged to Pastoral Land Board and Minister for Climate Change regards proposed land

clearing on Maryfield Station

Submission lodged on Origin Environmental Management Plan

ECNT support the work of Climate Action Darwin, a 600-supporter strong grassroots community

group, established in 2009. Climate Action Darwin believe it is our moral obligation to current and

future generations to reverse climate change. This is done at a local level by supporting Darwin

residents to take action, advocating for a transition to a zero carbon economy, and influencing

decision-makers.

 

Events

 

Submissions

 

CL IMATE  ACT ION  DARWIN   



CL IMATE  ACT ION  DARWIN   

Climate for Change Conversations
 

Not a part of Climate Action Darwin, but another initiative in

Darwin, is the work being done by Jodi Minton for Climate

for Change. 

 

Since May this year, Jodi has facilitated 18 Climate for

Change Conversations in Darwin for 187 participants. Along

the way she's heard many heartwarming stories of Climate

for Change Conversations propelling participants to action. 

 

The Climate for Change approach is based on social research

showing people process information - make sense of it,

make decisions about it and take actions around it - through

conversations with people they trust. This is how social

change happens.

“Shout out” to guide people making submissions regards the NTG Climate Change Response ready

for dispatch by email newsletter

Active social media presence maintained with the number of Facebook “Likes” reaching 1000+

E-newsletters to supporters providing updates of events and achievements

Active volunteer recruitment to support events

Successful in receiving City of Darwin grant for development of CAD website

Successful in receiving CANA grant

CAD "Climate change what Darwin can do" brochure prepared and distributed in 2019

CAD strategic plan developed and finalised for 2020

Community Engagement

 

Other

Letters sent to NT & Federal politicians to draw

attention to climate change and provide CAD brochure

“Climate change, what Darwin can do”

Meetings held with politicians to request their vote at

NT Labour Conference on 19th Oct 2019 to declare a

climate emergency

Correspondence with MLAs and meetings held with

Chief of Staff for the Hon Minister Uibo and with the

Hon Eva Lawler, Minister for Climate Change

Meeting held with Department of Environment and

Natural Resources regards Environment Protection Bill

2019

Letters sent to NTG Departmental heads to draw

attention to climate change and provide CAD brochure

“Climate change, what Darwin can do”

Engage with City of Darwin Alderman and Council Staff

Lobbying



Keep Top End Coasts Healthy
Together with Pew Charitable Trusts and the Australian Marine Conservation
Society, the Environment Centre NT is part of the Keep Top End Coasts Healthy
(KTECH) alliance.  
 
This year KTECH significantly grew its community supporter base, hosted events,
spoke at the Territory NRM Conference, generated more than 500 online
submissions for the draft Limmen Bight Marine Park Management Plan. KTECH are
celebrating the release of the Coastal and Marine Management Strategy, which is
the Top End’s first-ever plan to manage and protect our coasts. Thank you to the
thousands of Territorians who called on the Gunner Government to develop this
10-year plan. 
 
Together we called on the Gunner Government to develop a plan to protect our
coasts and sustain our unique NT lifestyle. This plan - the Coastal and Marine
Management Strategy - has been announced. This is a first for the Territory. A big
thanks to you and everyone involved! Now the real work begins to put this plan into
action to ensure protection for our Top End coasts and lifestyle.
 
Gamba Grassroots
ECNT has partnered with Pew Charitable Trusts as part of the Gamba Grass Roots
community campaign. The campaign is constantly increasing its activities,
particularly in the rural area by engaging with local communities and calling on
decision-makers to increase investment in gamba grass control and stopping its
spread before it’s too late. Gamba grass is a significant risk to our Top End
environment, and a threat we need to take seriously. We can get on top of it – if we
work together and ensure everybody is doing their part. You can find out more and
take action at www.gambagrassroots.org.au
 
 

ALL IANCES   



OUR  POL I CY  WORK  

Financial Year Ranger Mine Closure Plan (RCP)  

United States Force Posture Initiative Social and Economic Impact Study 

COOLmob Submission to NT Government Climate Change Discussion Paper 2018 

ECNT Submission to NT Government Climate Change Discussion Paper 2018 

COOLmob, ECNT, Waste Free NT – Submission to Darwin City Council Waste

Management background Paper  

COOLmob Submission to City of Darwin Smart City Strategy 2019 

Hidden Station Land Clearing Submission Planning Reform Submission 

Response to Draft Land Clearing Guidelines 

Environment Protection Bill and Draft Environment Protection Regulations  

Nth Muirhead Development 

Gamba Grass Roots response to Northern Territory Fiscal Strategy Discussion Paper 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Grants Lithium Project 

Submission to AEMC: Open rule change request, or review 

Budget Repair Committee Submission 

Water Directions Discussion Paper 

NT Onshore Petroleum Code of Practice 

SANTOS McArthur Basin Drilling EMP   

Faunal Extinction Crisis 

Nuclear Waste Transport, Storage and Disposal (Prohibition) Amendment Bill 2018 Social Policy 

Water Amendment Bill   

Product Stewardship Meeting 

Mining regulations review workshop 

Roper Iron Ore Project meetings 

Federal Department of Industry, Innovation and Science, Northern Australia and Major Projects

Division regarding Ranger Mine Rehab

Rum Jungle Mine consultations 

Renewables in the NT Workshop 

Workshops - Environmental Values x 2, Contaminated Land & Licensing enviro reform, Offsets 

Budget Repair Committee - Meeting 

Workshop - Private land conservation in the Northern Territory 

City of Darwin Waste Management consultation 

Social Policy Scrutiny Committee inquiry on the Environment Protection Bill   

The Environment Centre NT is supported by the NT Government to provide policy submissions and

advice. ECNT takes the responsibility of being a voice for the NT Environment seriously and seeks to

provide well-researched and thought-provoking submissions. The ECNT also supports community

members to participate in decision-making processes, consultations and policy submissions.  We are

grateful for the input into our submissions from our members and volunteer policy team. Thank you

also to all our members and supporters that have responded to our online submission proformas.

 

ECNT has made the following written submissions in 2018-2019 

 

Joint Submission with Arid Lands Environment Centre 

 

Contributions made in government working groups, stakeholder reference groups or other forums 

 

The ECNT also partnered with Beyond Zero Emissions to create the 10 Gigawatt Vision – How

renewable energy can power jobs and investment in the Northern Territory. This report contributed to

the NT Government's recent Climate Response Statement.



CELEBRAT ING  OUR

L I FET IME  MEMBERS

 

Jeffrey
Lee 
 

After decades of

campaigning, Jeffrey Lee's

vision to remove the

threat of uranium mining

from his country was

finally realised. His land

at Koongarra has been

incorporated into the

surrounding World

Heritage listed Kakadu

National Park in Australia's

Northern Territory and

permanently protected

from mining.  

 

 
Jeffrey is a senior Traditional Owner and speaker for the Djok Clan where

the former Koongarra Project Area was located. He has always strongly opposed

uranium mining on his land and resisted the company’s offers of personal wealth

for many years. In February 2010 he asked the Federal Government to

protect Koongarra by including it in Kakadu National Park, stating at the time

‘when you dig a hole in my country you are killing me.’ The Government

promised to honour his wishes which it did in February 2013. 

 

When Koongarra's protection was announced, Jeffrey acknowledged the

inspiration he has drawn from the Mirarr's struggle: “I also want to thank

the Mirarr people and especially the senior Traditional Owner, Yvonne Margarula,

and the Gundjeihmi Aboriginal Corporation. They have stood by me and showed

me that Aboriginal people can say no.” Protection of Koongarra is a long overdue

recognition of Jeffrey's vision and tenacity and a powerful and lasting victory for

both Aboriginal and environmental rights.

 

 



CELEBRAT ING  OUR

L I FET IME  MEMBERS

 

Di Koser 
 

Di joined the ECNT in 1990

and soon after began

volunteering in the ECNT’s

shop on Cavanagh Street,

Darwin - a job she did for one

day a week for seven years

until it closed in 1997.

 

Di was there from the start of

the campaign run by the

Mirrar people and the ECNT to

stop the Jabiluka Uranium

mine in Kakadu in 1997.

She assisted in the office and helped the Melbourne Students for Sustainability

set up a trial camp on their land near the site. 

 

Over the two years of what was ultimately a successful campaign, Di did a lot of

driving between Darwin and Jabiluka to support the blockaders and joined in

the action at the mine site. In 1998 Di began managing the ECNT’s membership

database and producing a monthly newsletter which was posted to members.

Di led production of the newsletter for eight years.

 

From 1999 to 2017, Di was an active member of the ECNT’s Management

Committee, and for 15 of those 18 years she was the Centre’s Convenor.

Throughout this time Di worked tirelessly to support the ECNT and use her

community contacts to further the purpose and objectives of the ECNT.

 

Di still comes into the office every week and her smile is such a welcome

addition to our days!



CELEBRAT ING  OUR

L I FET IME  MEMBERS

 

Greg Chapman 
 

Greg’s involvement with the ECNT began in the 1980s with setting up market

stalls, loading equipment for rallies and stalls and generous financial

donations. Greg would be there at the start and finish of long hot days as the

ECNT built a presence and a reputation for environmental advocacy in the

Top End. He lent his energy and skills to producing posters, banners,

brochures and t-shirts. He was always there when people wanted a hand.   

 

Well into the 1990s Greg worked as a truck driver; he saw what was going on

around Darwin and kept everyone ‘in the know’. He was handy with his

camera and took photos of marine pollution, mangrove destruction, forest

dieback and large scale land-clearing. He alerted people to illegal fire lighting

and took photos and videos. Greg worked closely with ECNT Coordinators and

Convenors to inform them of what he saw and learnt. This was much

appreciated.   

 
Greg’s Life Membership Certificate

('Printed with non-toxic inks on

100% recycled board') was

presented by

Richard Ledgar (Convenor) and

Jamie Pittock (Co-ordinator) 'In

appreciation of your commitment

to the Environment Centre NT Inc

and your dedication to the

Environment and to Peace'.



OUR  PEOPLE   

Deborah Hall - Convenor 

Dominic Nicholls - Public Officer

Glen Ewers - Secretary 

Robby McKenzie - Treasurer 

Louise Harrison - General Member 

Max Atkinson - General Member 

Lloyd Beck - General Member 

Michael Fonda - General Member

Georgie McGee - General Member 

Sue McKinnon - General Member 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ECNT  MANAGEMENT

COMM ITTEE

Shar Molloy - Director

Pedro Najera - Community Action Officer

Lou De Mattia - COOLmob Project Officer

Celina Padilha - Sustainability Officer (Volunteer)

Max Atkinson - COOLmob Energy Efficiency Officer

Michael Brand - COOLmob Energy Efficiency Officer

Sharon Curran - Bookkeeper (contractor)

 

 

 

 

 

ECNT  STAFF  20 1 8 / 1 9

We wouldn’t exist without our incredible volunteers at ECNT.

Through attending events, running stalls, recruiting members,

getting involved in programs, assisting with ECNT admin, writing

articles & more, our volunteers go above and beyond each year,

spurred by their own passion for the environment and the Darwin

community. 

 

 

 

 

OUR  VOLUNTEERS



SUPPORTERS

&  PARTNERS  

Environmental Defenders Office (NT)

Arid Lands Environment Centre

The Planning Action Network Inc (PLan)

Climate Action Darwin

Waste Free NT

Australian Marine Conservation Society

PEW Charitable Trusts

Keep Top End Coasts Healthy

Lakeside Drive Community Garden

Conservation Volunteers Australia

Charles Darwin University

Inspiring Australia (Inspired NT)

Lock the Gate Alliance

Frack Free NT

Northern Territory Government

City of Darwin

Landcare NT

Territory Natural Resource Management

Australian Conservation Foundation

Lenko Family Trust

Beyond Zero Emissions

Deckchair Cinema

The NT General Store

Greenies Real Food

Lucky Bat

Country Solar

W e ' r e  s o  g r a t e f u l  w e  a r e  a b l e  t o  w o r k  w i t h  y o u  t o  t h e
b e n e f i t  o f  o u r  v e r y  s p e c i a l  a n d  u n i q u e  N o r t h e r n   T e r r i t o r y

READBACK 

Aboriginal Art Northern Territory

The Top End Native Plant Society

Darwin Wildlife Sanctuary

Gamba Grass Roots

Northern Territory Council of Social

Service (NTCOSS)

Growing and Understanding Local

produce in the NT (GULP NT)

Smart Energy NT

Seed Indigenous Youth Climate

Network

Seven Emu Station

The Wilderness Society

Clean Living In The Tropics

Original Power

Territory Wildlife Park

Off The Leash

Beachfront Hotel

The Alternative Technology

Association

Eleven Wentworth chambers

John Toohey chambers

NGPhotographics Good Feather

Productions 



GENEROUS  DONORS  

Australian Communities Foundation through both the Melliodora and Curlew sub-funds

Purves Environmental Fund

The Mullum Trust

Contributed to the Beyond Zero Emissions research and report “10 Gigawatt Vision - How

renewable energy can power jobs and investment in the Northern Territory”

Supported the ECNT’s legal action against the permit to clear 20,432 ha of native vegetation

on Maryfield Station and our deforestation campaign work

Funded our fracking, climate change and waste reduction campaigns, including supporting

the work of Climate Action Darwin and Waste Free NT.

ECNT thanks its generous donors whose contributions enable us to cover ongoing operational

expenses, facilitating the ability to apply for project grant funds and be a part of collaborative

campaigns. 

 

The ongoing government funding ECNT receives only funds our policy work, thus we need to

raise all operating and campaign funds from our members and supporters. 

 

Thank you to everyone that has come on board our Territory Guardian program. With over 35

Territory Guardians donating around $12,000 per year, we are still a little way from our target of

200 Guardians contributing $20 per month, so please consider signing up today (donations are

tax deductible).

 

During this past financial year, the ECNT received significant financial support from

philanthropic donors including:

 

Donations to the ECNT have:



THE  YEAR  AHEAD  

Climate change is more and more at the forefront of news headlines, community debates

and government policies, and this is largely in part to community members demanding

real action and carbon reductions from our politicians. As we begin to feel and see the

impacts of climate change in the Territory, nationally and globally, this can only increase,

and we will be relying on our members and supporters over the coming year to continue

pressuring the NT Government to ban fracking and develop best practise climate change

policies.  

 

With solar energy prices dropping dramatically around the world, the abundance of

sunshine in the NT means we are well placed to prosper in the renewable energy revolution.

Our groundbreaking report The 10 Gigawatt Vision, produced in partnership with Beyond

Zero Emissions, is a concrete roadmap to drive investment in renewables across the

Territory. New hire Monica Tan, as our Energy Transition Manager, has taken on the exciting

task of communicating the report's key recommendations to energy stakeholders,

community groups and the voting public in the upcoming Territory elections. 

 

With the recent federal election proving that climate change change is both a

social and economic issue, our campaign will demonstrate how 10 gigawatts of clean,

renewable energy generation by 2030 can provide over 8,000 new jobs, $2 billion in annual

new revenue and significantly drop household transport and electricity bills – all the while

preventing over 20 billion tonnes of carbon emissions. 

 

COOLmob is currently funded until March 2020 and will be looking for new funding

opportunities to continue delivering sustainable living education to the Darwin community

and schools. COOLmob will be seeking funding to advocate to Government, industry and

community around the need for increased energy efficiency performance in Australian

housing and buildings, through changes to the National Construction Code as well as

Territory legislation. This will mean cheaper running costs, lower greenhouse gas emissions

and more climate suitable housing and buildings. 

 

In 2019 ECNT and the Environmental Defenders Office NT took the NT Environmental

Protection Agency to court over their decision to allow the largest ever NT land clearing

application from Maryfield Station of 20,000 hectares of native vegetation. The court ruled

the EPA's original decision to not implement a formal impact assessment on the project

was not valid. But now, Maryfield Station has submitted an application to clear 4650

hectares instead. This application has not been referred to the NT EPA to decide whether it

requires an environmental impact assessment. We will continue to call on a freeze on any

further land clearing permit applications while land clearing laws are reformed, including

developing an appropriate legal mechanism to limit additional applications for further

clearing of the same area in the future. We also advocate for the greenhouse gas emissions

from any proposed land clearing to be identified, with an assessment of its climate change

impacts required plus offsets where appropriate. 

 

We will continue to work towards strengthening the environmental regulatory framework

in the Territory including reform of mining and rehabilitation regulations and responding to

fracking regulations.

 



TREASURER 'S  

MESSAGE   

For small not-for-profit charitable organisations such as the Environment Centre

NT, financial sustainability is imperative. This requires us to be flexible and nimble

to respond to changing campaign and funding priorities whilst staying true and

directed to achieving our mission and goals. 

 

This year the ECNT has managed to raise significant philanthropic funds to

support our Repower NT Campaign and employ an Energy Transition Manager

through to 2020. This is reflective of the large profit we are carrying forward into

the 2019-2020 year to fund this position.

 

We also received a significant services funding agreement from the NT

Government to deliver energy efficiency audits and schools education, plus set up

our COOLmob Commercial fee for service offering. This fee for service funding was

reflected in our increase in administration, consultant, wages and project related

expenses. We were able to offer the energy efficiency education across the

Territory by subcontracting Arid Lands Environment Centre to deliver the program

in Alice Springs and Tennant Creek, thus a new expense in subcontractor costs. 

 

We reduced our insurance costs by switching to a more competitive local broker

and our IT cost increases were a result of updating our system.

 

As we move into an election year, it will be vital to secure bipartisan support for

another 5 year funding round for our environment policy work. There is a big gap

with the on-ground work in the Top End after the withdrawal of Conservation

Volunteers and no current funding for the Land for Wildlife Program. 

 

We need to strategically look at whether there is a role the Environment Centre

NT can play in delivering this important conservation work and how to continue

to receive financial support for campaigns that matter to our NT and National

community. 

 

Thank you to our Territory Guardians and donors who keep our organisation

flourishing.
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Env i r onmen t  Cen t r e  NT
S t r a t e g i c  P l an  20 1 9 -2020

Launch and promote The 10 Gigawatt Vision: How Renewable energy can power jobs
and investment in the NT.  
Campaign with Climate Action Darwin and other like-minded groups for a strong NT
Government Climate Strategy, including net zero emissions by 2050.  

Campaign for strong environmental laws and regulatory reform.  
Work to limit land-clearing and protect native vegetation from de-forestation.  
Seek to protect Darwin Harbour and Glyde Point from inappropriate development.
Address the threat of weeds, especially Gamba Grass.  
Monitor current and legacy mines that impact negatively on the environment.  
Work to strengthen environment protection legislation relating to mining and mine
rehabilitation.  
Secure Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) listing for the
Darwin Sand-Sheet Heath.  

Secure future funding for ECNT COOLmob’s Energy Efficiency Education. 
Launch a commercial energy audit business.  
Develop and deliver waste education in schools.  
Support Waste Free NT to launch the Wash Against Waste Trailer and hub. 
Coordinate talks on sustainable living at the SeaBreeze Festival.  

Ensure the ECNT’s income base is secure, diverse and growing.  
Develop ECNT’s database and website to effectively communicate, engage and
fundraise.  
Update the ECNT Enterprise Bargaining Agreement. 
Review ECNT’s policies and procedures.

The ECNT has a vision of thriving nature and community; it encourages creative and
evidence-based solutions to issues of environmental concern. The ECNT recognises and
supports the rights, aspirations, responsibilities and knowledge of the Northern Territory’s
indigenous people.  
 
Goal 1: Prepare for and reduce the impacts of climate change, and encourage a shift
to renewables  

 
Goal 2: Protect and restore biodiversity, ecosystems and ecological processes  

 
Goal 3: Foster sustainable communities through alliances, advocacy and education  

 
Goal 4: Be effective, resilient, professional and respected  


